Monsido Browser Extension

Quickly and Easily Find Out Key Information About Your Web Pages

Monsido’s browser extension is a small app connected to our API which instantly highlights issues directly on the page, making them easy to locate and resolve directly without having to log onto the platform.

The extension provides you with key information on SEO, Accessibility, Quality Assurance, Statistics, Policies, Heatmaps, and more while collecting no data from the pages it is used on.

About Monsido

Monsido is a fast-growing software company founded in 2014 that provides a one-stop web governance solution designed to give website visitors a superior browsing experience. Our time-saving auditing tool provides accurate and insightful information that helps organizations work with confidence to identify accessibility and quality assurance issues. This enables them to optimize their online presence and ensure compliance with legal requirements. Monsido has offices in the United States, United Kingdom, Australia, and Denmark. For more information, visit www.monsido.com

Key Features

Identify and Understand Content Issues
Get key information on a page’s SEO issues, failing accessibility checks, quality assurance, policy violations, and more.

Get Page Statistics
See detailed page statistics, identify the most common visitor browser window or screen resolutions, and see how your website looks in different resolutions.

Find Out Page Information
Identify headings, metadata and information regarding your last Monsido scan.

Single Page Scan Tool
Scan individual pages from domains that are not part of your Monsido subscription at the touch of a button.

Heatmaps
Track how visitors actually interact with your pages, identify problem areas, and make targeted improvements to ensure a better visitor experience.

View Errors in-Code
Identify specific HTML content and elements that may be hidden using CSS.

Open Directly in the Monsido App
The extension can be opened quickly and easily directly in the Monsido app and our deep integrations can hotlink directly into your CMS.

No Tracking or Collection of Data
Rest assured, the extension neither tracks or collects data from the pages it is used on.

Book a Free Demo

www.monsido.com/request-demo
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